THE personal monitor mixer
Convenient configuration and remote editing
with myMix CONTROL software
Ü

Ideal for use with in-ear- monitors, headphones or speakers

Ü

Analogue and digital inputs

Ü

Multi-track recording and playback

Ü

Impeccable audio quality

Ü

Built-in stereo effects for a 3D sound image

Ü

Virtually unlimited audio channels and mixers in the network

Ü

Share the mix with others on the network

myMix is flexible and versatile.

...

You can use the two mic/line inputs as well as
inputs from an IEX16 input expander, use it
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integrated with a PA system or stand alone. All
devices get connected with a conventional Fast
Ethernet switch (CAT5 cable). Each myMix can
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select up to 16 signals from the network to create
a local mix which can be sent to the network for
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others to listen, or to create submixes.

myMix CONTROL, the web browser based software, completes the
system by offering the engineer the capability to back up a whole
system, configure and edit individual units, or lock specific functions
through any device that accesses the network wired or wireless.

Live Concerts

The myMix personal monitor mixing system has convinced thousands
of musicians and sound engineers that they do not need to make
compromises anymore with their sound. From small to large stages in
concert venues or HoW, in studios, rehearsal rooms, music schools and
theaters, myMix helps anywhere music is made. The sound quality and
the easy to use, intuitive user interface to control one’s own monitor
mix is what our users love most – along with the multi-track recording
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and playback capability.
The channels in a myMix system can be named as wished. Mixing gets
as simple as selecting the instrument or vocal mic, pressing the button
and adjusting: volume, tweaking the tone, adding stereo effects and
pan control for a 3-D sound image. Changes get automatically stored

Rehearsal Rooms & Studios

in the current profile or a mix can be shared with others, as well as
many other features.

Want to know more? Schedule a demo?
Call: 952 657 7889
email: info@movekcorp.com
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